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ABSTRACT 

 

Continuous production and refining of biodiesel (FAME) using a lab bench scale unit 

was explored. The unit consist of three major units i) a reactor consisting of a 

Continuous Centrifugal Contactor Separator (CCCS), ii) a washing unit consisting of a 

mixer and settler and iii) a drying unit. The methanolysis reaction of sunflower oil was 

undertaken in the CCCS, using sodium methoxide as a catalyst. The two immiscible 

liquids (FAME and glycerol stream) were separated in the CCCS unit due to centrifugal 

forces. The FAME stream was washed with acidic water to remove the excess of 

methanol and catalyst. The washed FAME was pumped into a column to allow FAME-

water separation. Subsequently, the FAME was dried in a bubble column using air. The 

effect of water to biodiesel ratio, residence time, air flow rate, and temperature were 

studied in the respective units. The optimum conditions found were at a maximum Foil 

of 32 mL/min with an excess of methanol (7.5:1 molar excess to oil and 1.2% m/m of 

catalyst regarding to the oil). The TCCCS was maintained at 75°C and an anticlockwise 

rotational speed of 35 Hz was applied. A FAME yield of 93% mol with low yields of 

glycerides (4% mol) was obtained. A low 0.5:1 ratio of water (1 wt% acetic acid) to 

FAME at room temperature sufficed to totally remove the excess of methanol and 

catalyst in the FAME, with a residence time of 4 minutes of washing and 10 minutes of 

phase separation in the column. In the drying step, an air flow rate of 12 L/min (30 °C 

inside the unit) was needed to achieve a proper water removal. The refined FAME 

contained 99.5 wt% of esters, low glyceride content and, a not detectable amount of 

methanol and 0.04 wt% of water. Other critical product properties of the FAME such as 

density, viscosity, flash point, pour point, cloud point, sodium content and acid value 

were determined, and mostly all of them met the international standard specifications. 

Besides, an Aspen model of the biodiesel refining was developed and which was 

validated using the experimental data and used for calculation of up-scaling purposes.  

Keywords: Continuous centrifugal contactor separator, FAME, biodiesel refining, 

water washing, biodiesel drying, refining model.  
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1 Introduction 

The European International Outlook 2011 expects a 53% increase in the world energy 

consumption by 2035, 87% of it due to an increase in transportation fuel consumption 

[1].  The limited reserves available and the political instability of the main fuel 

exporting countries are generating great concerns in society, as in the scientific 

community [2] [3]. In addition, carbon dioxide emissions due to this type of non-

renewable energy consumption are highly increasing [4]. This fact is reflected in new 

energy policies around the world to reduce petroleum energy use. One example is the 

Europe’s new energy policy published by the European Commission in 2007, which 

targets a 10% share of biofuels in the transportation sector and a 20% share of 

renewable energy of total energy consumption by 2020 [5]. Biodiesel is grabbing 

much of the attention among transportation biofuels, since its demand is expected to 

increase twice (Figure 1-1). Consequently, a large amount of researches are currently 

undertaken to find better and more profitable ways of producing biodiesel and is 

therefore becoming a hot topic in the energy field. 

 

Figure 1-1 EU development of renewable energy in transport. Source: Commission’s 

analysis based on NREAPs. 
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Biodiesel is defined by ASTM International as a fuel composed of mono-alkyl esters 

of long-chain fatty acids derived from renewable vegetable oils or animal fats, 

meeting certain specifications. Vegetable oils and animals fats are mainly composed 

of triglycerides (TAG) consisting of long-chain fatty acids chemically bound to a 

glycerol (1,2,3-propanetriol) backbone. The synthesis consists of a transesterification 

reaction, which involves a TAG reaction with a short chain monohydric alcohol, 

normally in the presence of a catalyst at elevated temperature (60-70°C), forming 3 

moles of fatty acids esters and 1 mole of glycerol (Figure 1-2). [6] [7]  

 

 

Figure 1-2 Simplified scheme of the transesterification reaction of TAG 

 

Among the vegetable oils, palm, rapeseed, soy, and sunflower oils are the most 

abundant oils and consist of 90% of total worldwide production [8]. Although the 

production of palm oil showed the largest production increase, the most used oils for 

production of biodiesel still are rapeseed, soybean and sunflower oil [9]. 

Nevertheless, there are several concerns about the competition of industrial use of 

these oils with the food chain [10] [9].  For this reason non-edible oils are lately 

grabbing attention for industries, as biodiesel production. One of these oils is Jatropha 

seed (Jatropha curcas L.) oil, which grows primarily in tropical areas [8] [11] [12].  

After its success in Europe, other countries are starting to produce biodiesel from 

vegetable oils. The USA, Indonesia, and India are part of these emergent markets. In 

fact, Indonesia has a new policy for biofuels production, giving subsidies to the 

development of this technology in the country so to become less  depend on other 
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petroleum exporters countries [13] [14]. In addition, Indonesia’s target is to bring this 

technology to remote areas in order to make everyone able to use of this new source 

of energy. To achieve this target, the Netherlands Organization for Scientific 

Research (NWO) has set up Agriculture beyond Food (ABF) research program 

focusing on Indonesia. Under this broad research program, several research institutes 

have launched the project “Mobile Technology for Biodiesel Production from 

Indonesian Resources”. Rijksuniversiteit Groningen takes part in the project. The 

RuG activities focus on the production and refining of biodiesel and the design of a 

mobile unit in Indonesia, taken into account local circumstances (simple design, safe 

process, and feedstock and chemicals availability). 

The production of biodiesel from sunflower oil and methanol in batch systems has 

already been widely researched and high yields can be currently obtained [7] [15] 

[16] [17] [18]. However, continuous production of this biofuel is still in a state of 

infancy. Traditionally, biodiesel production is performed in batch. After reaction in 

batch mode, a long settling time for the glycerol to separate from the biodiesel 

mixture, followed by water washing of the biodiesel is required. To avoid this large 

amount of waste water and to reduce work-up time, new downstream processing 

technology is under development, for instance, by using membrane filtration [19] 

[20] [21]. In addition, novel technology for the continuous production of biodiesel is 

actively being explored at the moment, one being a technology involving the use of 

Continuous Centrifugal Contactor Separator (CCCS) devices.  

In a CCCS device (see Figure 1-3) two immiscible liquids enter the device in the 

annular zone, which is located between the static exterior and the inner rotating 

cylinder. Mixing and, when required, reaction occurs inside the static inner cylinder. 

Separation takes place in the rotor due to centrifugal forces. The liquid-liquid 

(reactive) extraction is very effective, allowing separation of liquids with slightly 

different densities [22]. When considering biodiesel synthesis in a CCCS, the 

technology offers certain advantages. For instance, it allows integration of reaction 

and separation in one device, limiting the number of unit operations and allows faster 
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separation of the glycerol and biodiesel compared to conventional mixer settlers, 

reducing downstream processing times considerably.   

 

 

Figure 1-3 Cross-sectional view of the CCCS. Hatched: Dispersed zone, light grey: 

lighter phase, and darker grey: heavier phase. [23] 

 

Production of biodiesel in the CCCS device was already studied by some authors, 

finding the optimum conditions with a homogeneous alkaline catalyst, obtaining a 

maximum yield of 96% and proper separation (Table 1-1). However, refining of the 

obtained biodiesel in order to meet the specifications EN14214 and ASTM 6154 has 

not been explored in detail at RUG. [24]. Thus, this research will address and study a 

simple and efficient way to refine biodiesel produced by CCCS technology. 
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Table 1-1 Previous FAME yields obtained with CCCS technology. 

Process Optimum conditions Yield Reference 

Methanolysis of 

sunflower oil in 

CCCS type CINC V-

02 

Foil = 12.6 mL/min, (6:1 

methanol to oil), 1%w-w 

NaOMe loading 

TCCCS= 75°C, 30Hz clockwise  

96% mol [23] 

Methanolysis of 

sunflower oil in 

CCCS type modified 

CINC V-02 

Foil = 16 mL/min, (6:1 

methanol to oil), 1%w-w 

NaOMe loading 

TCCCS= 75°C, 35Hz clockwise 

97% mol [25] [26] 

 

1.1 Objectives 

The objectives of this research are fivefold: 

1. Reproduce FAME synthesis using CCCS technology. 

2. Develop a procedure for FAME washing and determination of optimum washing 

conditions, i.e. those conditions that allow FAME synthesis meeting international 

specifications at the lowest water and energy consumption.  

3. Design of a continuous FAME drying unit which requires the least amount of air 

flow and energy consumption and still meets international specifications. 

4. Design and operation of a bench scale unit for the continuous production of FAME 

including downstream processing (washing and drying). The unit should be tested for 

robustness by performing runs at extended time on stream (at least 5 h) and produce a 

FAME that meets international specifications 

5. Design an Aspen model for the continuous refining in a bench scale unit. 
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2 Materials and methods 

2.1 Materials 

Methanol (99.8%), diethyl-ether (99.5%) and n-hexane (99%) were obtained from 

Labscan. Sodium methoxide solution (25% in methanol), chloroform-d1 . N-methyl-

N-trimethylsilyltrifuoroacetamide (MSTFA), formic acid, acetic acid, and citric acid 

were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. Sunflower oil was obtained from Deli XL (brand 

Reddy), The Netherlands. 

2.2 Methods 

The experimental study was performed in seven stages: 

1. Continuous production of FAME using a CCCS. 

2. Batch studies of FAME washing in a stirred beaker glass. 

3. Continuous washing of FAME in a stirred beaker glass and a filled column. 

4. Drying of FAME in a bubble column. 

5. Continuous production and refining of FAME 

6. Characterization of refined FAME. 

7. Process modeling. 

2.2.1 Continuous production of FAME using a CCCS 

The continuous production of FAME was performed in a Continuous Contactor 

Centrifugal Separator (CCCS) device, model CINC V-02 from CINC industries. The 

reactor was equipped as a typical CCCS for biodiesel production, with a heated 

jacket, a high-mix bottom plate and operated with an optimum 0.925’’weir. The 

CCCS was made of steel, which allowed higher heat transfer within the jacket and the 

mixture inside. The CCCS was operated at the optimum conditions found by Van 

Ulden [26], using a homogeneous sodium methoxide alkaline catalyst. Both the 

sunflower oil and the methanol/sodium methoxide solution were preheated at 60 °C, 
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whereas the water that flows through the jacket was set at 75 °C. The reactor was fed 

with sunflower oil at flow rates of 16-48 mL/min. After oil flowing out from the 

heavy phase (HP) exit, methanol/sodium methoxide solution (1% w/w with regard to 

sunflower oil) was introduced at 4-12 mL/min. The transesterification was usually 

performed with a 6:1 molar ratio of methanol to sunflower oil. The rotor was set at a 

speed of 35 Hz, tested both at clockwise and anticlockwise operation. When steady 

state was achieved, glycerol exited from the HP exit whereas crude FAME, still with 

traces of catalyst and excess methanol, exited from the light phase (LP). Figure 2-1 

Samples were taken from the crude FAME at certain intervals of time and analyzed 

with 
1
H-NMR. 

 

Figure 2-1 Scheme of CCCS reactor feeds and outlets. [25] 

 

2.2.2 Batch studies of FAME washing in a stirred beaker glass 

Batch experiments were performed to study the kinetics and the thermodynamics of 

FAME washing with (acidified) water. A common beaker glass of 1 L was filled with 

100 mL of crude FAME. To study the effect of RO water to FAME ratio, 10, 25, 50 

and 100 mL of RO water  were added a the beaker glass, at the same time that stirring 

started with a 5.7 cm diameter magnetic rod stirrer and at 175 rpm. To study the 

effect of temperature, both 100 mL of crude FAME and 50 mL of RO water were 

preheated at 20, 40, 60 and 80 °C, following the same stirring procedure but 

maintaining elevated temperatures while washing. Periodically, samples were taken 

from the whole mixture of FAME-water. The FAME and water layer were separated 
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by centrifugation and the top organic layer was analyzed with 
1
H-NMR and Karl-

Fischer volumetric titration.  

2.2.3 FAME-water separation studies in batch 

To determine the optimum residence time for a mixture of FAME and water to be 

separated, a 1 L beaker glass was filled with 100 mL of FAME and 50 mL of RO 

water, and stirred at 175 rpm for 4 minutes at 20°C. After stopped stirring (time t=0), 

the mixture starts separating in two phases: biodiesel and aqueous. A sample was 

taken at regular intervals from the biodiesel layer and the water content was analyzed 

with a Karl-Fischer volumetric titration. 

2.2.4 Continuous washing of FAME in a stirred beaker glass and followed 

by phase separation in a column 

Crude FAME produced  in the CCCS was pumped to a 1 L beaker glass at 40 

mL/min. Either RO water or slightly acidic water (formic acid, citric acid, and acetic 

acid) was pumped to the beaker glass at a 0.5:1 ratio (water to FAME), while stirring 

at 175 rpm. The residence time in the beaker was approximately 4 minutes, the 

mixture was then further pumped at 60 mL/min into a column ½ filled with Raschig 

rings (H/D of 1.1/0.8 cm). The column, of 55 cm high and 6.3 cm of diameter, was 

previously filled with either RO water or slightly acidic water until it reached 15 cm 

to the top. The mixture of FAME-water was pumped into the column directly from 

the beaker, and had an approximately 10 minutes of residence time in it  before the 

refined FAME exited from the top. At the moment that the refined FAME exited the 

top of the column a valve was operated at the bottom of the column to allow excess 

water to drain at a flow of approximately 20 ml/min to reach a balanced in and out 

flow of the washing column.  
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Figure 2-2. Scheme of the set-up for FAME washing in a stirred beaker glass and a 

filled column with glass Raschig rings. 

 

2.2.5 Semi-continuous and continuous drying of FAME in a bubble column 

 

Figure 2-3. Schematic representation of a) Concurrent drying and b) Countercurrent 

drying of FAME 

Washed FAME from the washing stage was dried semi-continuously in a bubble 

column of 70 cm high and 6.3 cm diameter. The column was filled with 1 L of 

washed FAME, fulfilling the optimum height/diameter ratio as found by Kantarci et 

al [27]. Dry air (5% relative humidity as measured by a humidity sensor) flowed into 

the column from the bottom to the top at flow rates of 2, 5 and 8 L/min through a P1, 

Wet FAME 

Crude FAME 

RO/acidic water 

Washed FAME           

Waste Water 

b) a) 
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P2 or P3 glass filter. The air flow rates were measured with a F&P CO Precision bore 

flowrator tube n° 2F 1/4 – 16 -5/36. Samples were taken regularly from the bottom 

and water content was measured with a Karl-Fischer volumetric titration. After one 

hour, the flow of air was stopped and the column was emptied, obtaining dried and 

refined FAME. 

Washed FAME from the washing stage was dried continuously in the same bubble 

column as previous semi-continuous drying. The column was either kept empty or 

filled completely with Raschig rings. The wet FAME was pumped into the bubble 

column at 40 mL/min, either from the top or the bottom, working therefore in 

countercurrent or concurrent operation, respectively. Dry air (5% relative humidity 

measured with a humidity sensor) flowed into the column from the bottom to the top 

at a flow rate of 8-12 L/min, through spargers of P1 pore size. Residence times of 20, 

25 and 30 min were performed. Residence time in the column was controlled by 

FAME exiting at a certain height. FAME flowed out either from the top in the 

concurrent drying or from the bottom in the countercurrent drying.  

2.2.6 Operation of the bench scale unit: continuous production, washing 

and drying of FAME 

a. Set-up and operating conditions 

 

Figure 2-4 Scheme of continuous production, washing and drying of FAME 

B

C

A 

 

C 
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Figure 2-4 shows the scheme of a continuous production and refining of FAME in a 

dedicated bench scale unit. FAME was synthesized from sunflower oil and methanol 

in a CCCS type CINC V-02 with a heating/cooling jacket and high-mix bottom plate. 

The annular volume was extended to 45 mL. A weir size of 0.925” was used for all 

experiments. The jacket temperature preheated to 75
o
C, while the sunflower oil and 

the methanol solution containing the appropriate amount of sodium methoxide 

catalyst were preheated to 60
o
C. The rotor (35 Hz) and the oil feed pump were 

started. As soon as the oil started to exit the heavy phase outlet, the reaction was 

started by feeding the sodium methoxide in methanol solution (1.0-1.2 wt% NaOMe 

with regards to the oil) at a flow rate of 8-10 mL/min.  

At point A (refer to Figure 2-4), samples were taken from crude FAME exit flow and 

the samples were analyzed using 
1
H-NMR (vide infra). As soon as the crude FAME 

entered the 1 L beaker glass equipped with a 6.0 cm diameter magnetic rod stirrer, the 

washing was started by feeding the acidic water (1 wt% acetic acid) at a flow rate of 

20-21 mL/min. The washing was performed at room temperature with a stirring speed 

of 175 rpm. After 4 minutes of washing in the mixing tank, the FAME-water mixture 

was pumped into a separating column containing Raschig rings and RO water at a 

flow rate of 60-63 mL/min. As soon as the FAME-water mixture entered the 

separating column, the outlet valve at the bottom of the column was opened to allow 

a waste water flow rate of 21-23 mL/min. At point B (refer to Figure 2-4), samples 

were taken from wet FAME exit flow and the samples were analyzed using 
1
H-NMR 

(vide infra) and Karl-Fischer volumetric titration.  

Immediately after the wet FAME reached the top of the separating column, it entered 

the drying column by gravitational force. The drying column is equipped with a P1 

pore size sparger and filled with Raschig rings. A water bath pre-heated to 95
o
C was 

used to heat compressed air before it entered the drying column at a flow rate of 12 

L/min. The height of the FAME inside the column (a) is controlled by the height of 

the exterior tube (b), as shown in Figure 2-5 the residence time of the FAME in the 

dying column can be controlled by the height of the tube. At point C (refer to Figure 
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2-4), samples were taken from the dried FAME exit and the samples were analyzed 

using Karl-Fischer volumetric titration.  

 

Figure 2-5 Scheme of the counter current drying mechanism 

  

b. Startup procedures and steady state conditions 

The continuous production and refining of FAME in a dedicated bench scale unit 

mainly consist of a CCCS unit, a mixing tank, a washing column and a drying 

column. The startup up procedures at a given time t are shown in Table 2-1while the 

steady state conditions for each operating unit are given in Table 2-2. 

Table 2-1 Startup procedures for continuous production and refining of FAME in a 

dedicated bench scale unit 

Time, 

t 

CCCS Mixing tank Washing column Drying column 

< 0 Preheat the 

CCCS and oil 

to 75
o
C  

Preheat 

methanol to 

60
o
C 

n/a Fill the column 

with Raschig rings 

and RO water to 

0.5Hcolumn and 0.7 

Hcolumn respectively 

Fill the entire column with 

Raschig rings Preheat the 

column to 30
o
C with hot 

air at a flow rate of 12 

L/min 
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0 Oil pump 

started 

n/a n/a n/a 

t1 Methanol 

pump started 

n/a n/a n/a 

t2 Crude FAME 

exited LP 

outlet, 

sampling Ai 

Water pump 

started,  

RW:FAME = 0.5 

n/a n/a 

t3 n/a Water-FAME 

pump started,  

FMixture = FFAME 

+ FWater  

Water drain valve 

opened  

FWaste water = FWater 

n/a 

t4 n/a n/a Wet FAME exited 

washing column, 

sampling Bi 

Wet FAME entered top of 

drying column by 

gravitational force 

t5 n/a n/a n/a Dried FAME exited the 

drying column, sampling 

Ci 

Table 2-2 Steady state parameters for continuous production and refining of FAME 

in a dedicated bench scale unit 

Operating 

unit 

Residence 

time (min) 

Flow rate (mL/min) Temperature 

(
o
C) 

Rotational 

speed 

(rpm) 

CCCS 30 Foil: 32 mL/min, Fmethanol: 

8-10 mL/min 

70 2100 

Mixing unit 4 FFAME: 40-42 mL/min, 

Fwater: 20-21 mL/min 

RT 175 

Washing 

column 

10 FFAME-water: 60-63 

mL/min, Fwaste water: 21-23 

mL/min 

RT n/a 

Drying 

column 

35 Fwet FAME: 40 mL/min, 

Fdry FAME: 40 mL/min 

30 n/a 
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2.2.6 Characterization of FAME using 
1
H NMR  

The FAME yield was determined using 
1
H NMR. 1 mL sample of crude FAME was 

directly quenched by adding 1mL of 0.1M HCl in water to neutralize the remaining 

sodium methoxide. The dispersion was centrifuged for 10 min. A few drops were 

taken from the top layer and dissolved in CDCl3. The samples were then analyzed 

using a 200 MHz Varian NMR. The FAME yield was determined by comparing the 

intensity of the characteristic signal of the CH3 group of the ester end group (δ 2.3 

ppm) with respect to the characteristic signal of the methyl end group of the fatty 

acids (δ 0.9 ppm) [28]. 

 

The glyceride content was determined by comparing the intensity of the characteristic 

signal of the CH2 group of glycerol attached to the glyceride (δ 4.1 and 4.3 ppm) with 

respect to the characteristic signal of the methyl end group of the fatty acids (δ 0.9 

ppm).  Glyceride is defined as the total free and bounded glycerol present in the 

sample [25].   

 

The methanol content was determined by comparing the intensity of the characteristic 

signal of the CH3 group of methanol (δ 3.6 ppm) with respect to the characteristic 

signal of the methyl end group of the fatty acids (δ 0.9 ppm).  Unquenched sample 

was used for estimating the methanol content in the crude FAME [25].      

 

1
H-NMR normally has an intrinsic error of ±1% [29]. Since the results were 

calculated by dividing the areas of two peaks, the relative error of the measurements 

in this report was ±2%.  
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Figure 2-6 Typical 
1
H-NMR spectra of crude FAME from sunflower oil. 

2.2.7 Determination of water content of FAME using Karl-Fischer 

volumetric titration 

To measure the water content of the washed (wet) FAME and the dried FAME, 1 mL 

of sample was weighted and injected into the reaction vessel of a 702SM Titrino 

titration device. The amount of water present in the sample was automatically 

determined based on the amount of KF reagent (Hydranal Solvent) consumed in the 

titration. 

2.2.8 Determination of acid value by a volumetric titration 

Acid value was measured by a volumetric titration with potassium hydroxide (KOH 

0.56 M). 3 gr of sample were diluted in 20 mL of an ethanol-diethyl ether solution 

with an addition of a few drops of phenolphthalein. The acid value of the sample was 

calculated based on the amount of KOH reacted to reach the equivalent point.  
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2.2.9 Determination of the sodium content using ICP-OES 

Sodium content was measured at the analyses department of the Stratingh Institute of 

the RuG using ICP-OE. Before analyses, the samples were diluted in nitric acid and 

treated in a microwave reactor. 

2.2.10 Characterization of glycerides content using GC-FID 

Glycerides content were analyzed by gas chromatography with a FID column. For the 

glycerides analysis, vials of 2 mL were filled with 25 μL of sample (biodiesel), 100 

μL of MSTFA, 200 μL of the prepared internal standard solution (0.5 mg 

butanetriol/mL pyridine and 4 mg tricapin/mL pyridine) and 2 mL of hexane, 

according to the ASTM standard D-6584, the only exception that ASTM standard D-

6584 uses n-heptane instead of n-hexane. 

The free glycerol concentration was determined by comparison of its signal and the 

bunanetriol signal. The bound glycerides (monoglyceride, diglyceride and 

triglyceride) were determined by comparing their signals to the tricaprin signal. To 

calculate the total amount of glycerides (bound + total) the next expression stated the 

ASTM standard D-6584 was used: 

Total glycerol = Free Glycerol + 0.2591 MG+ 0.1488 DG + 0.1044 TG  

2.2.11 Density analysis 

Density analyses were carried out by measuring the weight of a certain volume of the 

sample at a given temperature. 

2.2.12 Viscosity analysis 

Viscosity analysis was carried out using a cone-and-plate viscometer, Modular 

Advanced Rheometer System, at a temperature of 40°C and a shear rate of 10 Hz. 
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2.2.13 Cloud point (CP) and Pour Point (PP)  

Cloud point and pour point were measured using a Tanaka Scientific Limited Type 

MPC-102 L. Both CP and PP points of the product were measured according to the 

methods described in ASTM D 6749 and ASTM D 2500. 

2.2.14 Flash point 

The flash point of the samples was measured according to the methods described in 

ASTM D 6450 using a MINIFLASH FLP/H/L. 

2.2.15 Determination of volumetric productivity 

The volumetric productivity of the FAME was determined by the following equation 

[23] [25]:  

3

,

10*

3






V

X
M

M

P

TGTGv

TG

biodiesel 

    

Where:     

P   is the productivity [kg.m
-3

liquid.min
-1

]  

TGv,  is the volumetric flow rate triglyceride (ml/min) 

TG  is the density triglyceride (kg/l) 

X is the yield [mol/mol] 

V  is the geometrical volume of the CCCS (ml)  

Mbiodiesel is the molecular weight of FAME [g/mol]  

MTG  is the molecular weight of triglyceride [g/mol]  

2.2.16 Process modeling 

The process modeling was performed with the Aspen PLUS software, available at the 

Rijksuniversiteit Groningen. 

The differential equations for the methanol removal model were solved with 

MATLAB 2012 available at the Rijksuniversiteit Groningen.  
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2.2.17 Definition of relevant parameters 

Residence time in the beaker glass (τpre-mixing): Total time that the biodiesel remains in 

the beaker and it is being washed in contact with water. It is first determined by 

measuring the time, and further controlled by the volume of mixture inside the 

beaker. 

Residence time in the separating column (τcolumn): Total time that the biodiesel takes 

from it is introduced in the bottom of the column until it exits in the top. First 

determined by measuring the time it takes to from its entrance to its exit. Further 

controlled by manipulating the waste water valve to keep the height of biodiesel in 

the column,  

Residence time in the drying column (τdrying ): Total time that the biodiesel remains 

inside the column in contact with air. It is controlled by the height of the external 

tube.  
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3 Results and discussion 

The results of the continuous production of FAME in the CCCS, washing and drying 

of FAME in batch and continuous, characterization of the obtained FAME and the 

modeling of the process are shown in the following sections. 

3.1 Continuous production of FAME in a CCCS device  

Previous results in the CCCS at RUG showed that a yield of 96% of FAME can be 

obtained using CCCS technology [25] [26]. The aim of this chapter is to reproduce 

these results using a slightly different and easier set-up.  It involves a replacement of 

the heating air (modified CCCS reactor) using a heating jacket with hot water. 

Furthermore, anticlockwise direction of the rotor was investigated as well higher inlet 

flows rates.  

Table 3-1 Operation conditions used for the production of FAME. 

 

 

 

 

 

Initial experiments were performed using optimum operating conditions as obtained 

by Van Ulden [26] (Table 3-1). Yields in between 86 and 91% FAME were achieved 

using these optimum conditions in the CCCS reactor, which is lower than the 97% 

achieved by other authors (Figure 3-1). Also, high glycerides content were observed 

in 
1
H-NMR, a non-desirable product in the reaction mainly because of its emulsifier 

characteristics, creating serious difficulties in the further refining units. The low 

yields and high glyceride content could be caused by a possible inadequate heating. It 

is assumed that the optimum temperature in the reactor was not achieved. 

Parameter Value 

Foil (mL/min) 16 

FNaOMe/MeOH (mL/min) 4 

Catalyst loading (%-w/w) 1.0 

TCCCS (°C) 75 

N (Hz) 35 

Rotation direction Clockwise 
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Figure 3-2 Blades in the 

bottom of the CCCS. 

 

Figure 3-1 Yield of FAME of different runs. Foil = 16mL/min. FNaOMe/MeOH = 4 

mL/min. (6:1 molar ratio of methanol:oil). N = 35 Hz. TCCCS = 75°C. Clockwise 

rotation. Catalyst loading=1%-w/w. 

In order to compare the tendency, an experiment at the same conditions stated in 

Table 3-1 but at a flow rate of 32 mL/min was performed. Results showed a low 

81%mol yield of FAME, also significantly inferior to the 87% obtained by Van 

Ulden [26] or 91% obtained by Abduh et al [25].  

3.1.1 Effect of rotation direction of the CCCS rotor 

The direction of the rotor is known to affect the performance of the CCS, due to a 

change in the annular volume and thus the residence time in the CCCS (Figure 3-2 

Blades in the bottom of the CCCS.). Clockwise rotation is expected to guide the liquid 

directly to the center of suction, obtaining a quick suction of the liquid and lower 

residence rime. On the other hand, anticlockwise rotation is expected to increase the 

hold-up, consequently increasing the residence time.  
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Anticlockwise direction of the rotor was performed to prove this principle. Results 

show an increase in the hold-up and consequently in the residence time of the 

reaction of approximately twofold (Table 3-2)  

Table 3-2 Annular and centrifugal volume of the CCCS type CINC V-02 for different 

rotor direction. 

 Clockwise Anticlockwise 

Centrifugal volume (mL) 165 165 

Annular volume (mL) 45 235 

Total volume (mL) 210 400 

 

An average yield of 98% in a two hour run is obtained (Figure 3-3), slightly higher 

yield than stated in the literature. Besides, this factor might allow higher flow rates of 

oil due to more residence time and hence increase the productivity. The 

characteristics of the crude FAME produced in the CCCS can be seen in Table 3-2. 

Table 3-3 Characteristics of crude FAME produced in a CCCS. Foil = 16mL/min. 

FNaOMe/MeOH = 4 mL/min. (6:1 molar ratio of methanol:oil). N = 35 Hz. TCCCS = 75°C. 

Anticlockwise rotation. Catalyst loading = 1%-w/w. 

Parameter Crude FAME  ASTM D6751  EN 14214 specification 

FAME content 95.7 % m/m - 96.5%m/m min 

Total glyceride 

content 

1% m/m - 0.80% mol max 

Methanol content 3.3 % m/m - 0.2% m/m max 

Water content 0.01%vol 0.05% vol. 500 mg/kg max 

Na content 34 mg/kg 5 mg/kg 5 mg/kg 

Acid value 0.07 mg KOH/gr 0.5 mg KOH/gr43 0.5 mg KOH/gr 

 

Figure 3-3 shows that the crude FAME produced at Foil=16mL/min is produced at 

high yields. However, as it can be seen in Table 3-3, it does not fulfill all the 

specifications. Although a high amount of sodium catalyst goes to the glycerol phase 
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(30575 ppm analyzed by ICP-OES), a small amount remains in the light phase. A part 

of the excess of methanol used for the reaction is as well present in the light phase. 

Besides, total glycerides content, analyzed with 
1
H-NMR, did not meet specifications. 

For this reason, FAME had to be washed to remove the excess of these components 

in order to meet specifications and not to damage the engines or cause environmental 

problems [30] [31].  

 

Figure 3-3 Profile of FAME yield (Foil= 16 mL/min. FNaOMe/MeOH = 4 mL/min. (6:1 

molar ratio of methanol:oil). N = 35 Hz. TCCCS = 75°C, anticlockwise rotation. 

Catalyst load = 1.1%-w/w, t = 0 when FAME started flowing at the light phase 

outlet). 

 

3.1.2 Effect of flow rate 

Higher flows of crude FAME were of interest to increase the productivity of the 

process. Literature shows that there is a direct dependency of flow rate and yield. 

However, the effect of flow rate in an anticlockwise rotation of the rotor was not 

studied, nor the limits of the CCCS at this mode of operation. Therefore, flows up to 

48 mL/min were tested in the CCCS reactor with anticlockwise rotation of the rotor.  
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As it can be observed in Table 3-4, at higher flows the yield of FAME decreased 

significantly, due lowering of the residence time in the reactor. However, 
1
H-NMR 

results show that although at an Foil of 32 mL/min  the yield of FAME is not the 

highest, the glyceride content is still relatively low (around 4% mol). To achieve a 

higher productivity, refining of FAME (washing and drying) is optimized for a 

maximum of 32 mL/min of oil (meaning 40 mL/min of crude FAME). Besides, if the 

system is optimized at a high flow, it will also perform properly with lower ratios. 

Table 3-4 Yields of FAME produced in a CCCS. (FNaOMe/MeOH = Foil/4 (6:1 molar ratio 

of methanol:oil). N = 35 Hz. TCCCS = 75°C. Catalyst loading = 1%-w/w). 

Foil (mL/min) Yield FAME (% mol) 

 Anticlockwise Clockwise  

16 98 88 

32 91 81 

48 81 n.a 

Productivity of the different flows has been calculated. As it can be seen in Table 3-5, 

anticlockwise rotation slightly increase the productivity in comparison to clockwise. 

This slightly improvement is due to the better yield of FAME obtained. Besides, 

higher flows can be performed obtaining a good FAME quality. Anticlockwise 

direction would increase the productivity from 19.8 to 40.0 kgFAME.m
3
 CCCS.min. 

In addition, around 35% of the reactor volume is used in clockwise rotation. 

Nevertheless, anticlockwise rotation allows the use of around 70% of the reactor 

volume. Hence, higher efficiency of the unit is achieved. 

Table 3-5 Productivity of the CCCS operated at different flow rates of oil 

Foil (mL/min) Clockwise Productivity 

kgFAME.m
3
 CCCS.min 

Anticlockwise productivity 

kgFAME.m
3
 CCCS min 

16 19.8 22.0 

32 36.4 40.9 

48 n.a 54.6 
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3.2 Washing of crude FAME  

Usually, simple water washing in a column is performed in this stage [ [32] [33]. It 

requires ratios of biodiesel to water (either acidic or deionized) of 1:1, 1:2 or 1:3 [33] 

to separate the glycerol from the crude FAME. Moreover, the water is usually heated 

up until 50 or 70 °C. However, as in the current process the glycerol has been already 

separated in the CCCS, the amount of water needed is therefore probably 

significantly less. 

Previous research has been done on the refining of FAME produced with CCCS 

technology by connecting another CCCS reactor in series without intermediate 

buffering where the crude FAME was washed with RO water. Total removal of 

methanol was achieved at low flow rates of oil and high ratios of water. However, at 

higher flow rates emulsion formation occurred see Table 3-6.  

 Table 3-6 Characteristics of washed FAME in a CCCS in series. [25]  

 

Thus, another set-up for washing was explored. The washing of crude FAME was 

carried out either with RO water or slightly acidic water in a 1 L beaker glass to allow 

the removal or excess of methanol, catalyst and other impurities, followed by phase 

separation in a 1/2 filled column with Raschig rings and RO water. In order to 

determine the optimum conditions of the washing stage, the effect on temperature, 

ratio of water to biodiesel, and acid addition in the washing were investigated first in 

batch and in continuous later. From the collected data, a mathematical methanol 

extraction model was developed. 
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3.2.1 Batch washing 

3.2.1.1 Effect of water to biodiesel ratio 

To determine the optimum water to biodiesel (W/B) ratio necessary to refine the 

crude biodiesel, the W/B ratio was varied from 0.1:1 to 1:1 in batch washing and 

from 0.25:1 to 2:1 in continuous washing. 

 

. 

Figure 3-4 shows the profile of methanol removal in batch at different water to 

biodiesel ratios. The methanol transfer is fast and in 2-4 minutes time the maximum 

removal of methanol was achieved at all the ratios, except the lowest. As expected, 

higher ratios of water were able to remove more methanol. Ratio of 0.25 is attractive 

for its 91% mol methanol removal and low water consumption. Ratio of 0.5:1 

sufficed to achieve a good 98% mol methanol removal.   
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Figure 3-4 Profile of methanol removal from a FAME washed in batch at 

different ratios of water to FAME. ( VFAME = 100 mL. T= RT N = 175 rpm). 
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Besides, the results show as well that a ratio of 0.1:1 is not enough to achieve 

quantitative methanol removal. Furthermore, the sodium content of FAME washed at 

that ratio was analyzed, since it is the most attractive in terms of water consumption. 

The results showed that the washing was not enough to remove the catalyst. The 

sodium content was 20 ppm, four times more than the maximum required value. 

3.2.1.2 Effect of temperature 

Temperature influences the methanol distribution between water and FAME, as well 

as the solubility of water in FAME [34]. Thus, it was of interest to know the effect of 

temperature on both extraction kinetics and methanol distribution. Batch washing was 

performed at temperatures of 20, 40, 60 and 80 °C, obtaining the results showed in 

Figure 3-5 and Table 3-7. 

It can be observed that the kinetics was affected. Higher methanol transfer rates were 

achieved at temperatures of 40, 60 and 80°C. At 20°C the removal of methanol from 

crude FAME was slower, but still leading to an excellent 98% removal after 4 

minutes and complete removal after around 10 minutes.  

 

Figure 3-5 Profile of methanol removal from FAME washed in batch. (20, 40, 60 and 

80°C. VFAME = 100 mL. R water:FAME = 0.5:1. N = 175 rpm). 
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Also, water content, acid value and sodium content of the washed FAME were 

analyzed. The results show that there was a clear correlation in all the parameters 

with the temperature, see Table 3-4. Both water content and acid value slightly 

increased when temperature was increased. However, both catalyst and methanol 

removal performed better at elevated temperatures. Almost free sodium FAME and 

total methanol removal were obtained at 80°C.  

Because of the increasing acid value and water content of the refined FAME, and 

because it was proved that is enough to remove the excess of methanol and catalyst, 

the operating temperature was chosen to be RT. Besides, it is less energy consuming.  

Table 3-7 Characteristics of washed FAME at different temperatures. VFAME = 100 

mL. Rwater:FAME = 0.5:1.  N = 175 rpm. ASTM norm in first raw. 

 

3.2.1.3 FAME–water separation studies in batch 

The purpose of this section is to investigate the time that the mixture needs to settle 

after being stirred. These results will be extrapolated to set the optimum residence 

time in the separating column. 

 At the optimum washing conditions found in previous sections (Rwater:FAME 0.5:1, RT) 

and the set conditions (N = 175 rpm, 1 L beaker glass) the stirring was stopped after 

τpre-mixing = 4 min. When the stirrer was stopped, the mixture started separating into 

two phases. The water content of samples (biodiesel layer) taken at regular intervals 

of time was measured. The results in Figure 3-6 show a clear profile of phase 

separation of water and biodiesel. Values around 0.25 wt% are achieved at 8 minutes 

Temperature 

(°C) 

Methanol content 

(%m/m) 

Acid value 

(mg KOH/gr) 

Water content 

(wt%) 

Sodium content 

(ppm) 

 0.2max 0.50 max 0.05 max 5 max 

RT 0.11 0.11 0.16 2 

40 <0.11 0.12 0.20 1 

60 <0.11 0.13 0.18 1 

80 <0.11 0.13 0.23 <1 
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of settling, decreasing it until 0.21% after 15 minutes. This results show a quick 

phase separation between the two phases, which allow a short residence time in the 

separation column. Besides, further use of Raschig rings in the column might speed 

the phase-separation. 

 

 

Figure 3-6 Profile of FAME-water phase separation after mixing at optimum 

conditions. (VFAME= 100 mL. Rwater:FAME = 0.5:1, T = 20°C. N = 175 rpm. τpre-mixing = 4 

min) 

3.2.2 Continuous washing 

The effect of ratio of W/B and the effect of acid in water were investigated in 

continuous washing. Biodiesel previously produced in the CCCS device was washed 

in the beaker glass at further pumped into the separation column in order to allow 

FAME-water separation (Figure 3-7). The optimum values found in the batch 

research were taken as starting points to the continuous research. Methanol content, 

water content, acid value and sodium content of the washed and wet FAME were 

analyzed.  
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Figure 3-7 Scheme of the set-up for FAME washing in a stirred beaker glass and a 

filled column with glass Raschig rings. 

3.2.2.1 Effect of water to biodiesel ratio 

Figure 3-8 shows the profile of methanol removal (% mol) of a continuous washing 

of FAME at a residence time of 4 minutes, based on the batch experiment. The results 

show that continuous washing experiences a faster methanol removal than found in 

batch. This can be easily explained by the small amount of mixture of FAME and RO 

water present in the beaker glass in the first minutes, while stirring at the same speed. 

A better mixing than in batch washing was obtained even for high ratios of water. 

The equal mixing for all ratios allows seeing a clear trend, as it would have been 

expected: at higher flows of water, higher methanol removal. However, ratios of 1:1 

and 2:1 perform equally achieving a 100% methanol removal. Methanol content of 

the samples was measured by 
1
H-NMR. 

 However, as it can be observed in Table 3-8, no significant difference has been 

observed in acid value of the washed FAME at different ratios, meeting all of the 

specifications. Water content of samples were as well analyzed after letting the 

FAME settled for a while, showing that there is no difference in the amount of water 

that the biodiesel absorbs. Sodium content of refined FAME at low ratios was 

analyzed too, showing that the ratio of 0.5 to 1 suffices to remove the catalyst and 

meet specifications 

Wet FAME 

Crude FAME 

RO/acidic water 

Washed FAME           

Waste Water 
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Figure 3-8.Profile of methanol removal from a FAME washed in continuous at 

different ratios of water to FAME. (FFAME = 40 mL/min. T= RT, N=175 rpm).  

After analyzing the results shown in Table 3-8, the ratio of 0.5:1 of water to crude 

FAME was found to be the optimum. It reduces between 2 and 4 times the water 

consumption compared to traditional washing and still meets the ASTM 

specifications. 

Table 3-8 Characteristics of continuous washed FAME at different ratios of RO 

water to FAME. FFAME = 40 mL/min. T = RT, N = 175 rpm. ASTM norm in first raw. 
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3.2.2.2 Effect of acid in water  

 In the previous sections pre-mixing and residence time in separation column were 

optimized.  The aim of this section is to proceed with the whole washing set-up to test 

the behavior of it in a longer run.  Ro water was performed, as well as different 

organic acids were tested to find the optimum. The conditions used for the washing of 

crude FAME are stated in Table 3-9.  

Table 3-9 Optimum conditions for the a) pre-mixing in 1 L beaker glass and b) phase 

separation column 

a) Parameter  Value  Units b) Parameter  Value Units  

 T RT  (20) °C  T RT (20) °C 

 N 175 rpm  Fin 60 mL/min 

 F Biodiesel 40 mL/min  τcolumn 10 min 

 R water:FAME 0.5:1 -     

 τpre-mixing 4 min     

 

RO water 

Water washing with acidic water is usually performed in order to remove the catalyst 

and avoid emulsifications, despite it increases the acid value of the FAME [33] [32] 

However, results in previous chapters showed an excellent catalyst removal with RO 

(Reversed Osmosis) water and no emulsifications during the experiment time. Hence, 

washing with RO water was performed at the conditions showed in ¡Error! No se 

encuentra el origen de la referencia.. Successful results were obtained with 96 % 

methanol removal (Figure 3-9).  However, foam formation was observed at the start 

of the experiment, having a non-desirable 10 cm foam layer after 20 minutes of 

running. (Figure 3-10a). This fact might be a consequence of the still present 

glycerides, which are good emulsifiers. Thus, it seems that this water washing is not 

enough to remove the non-desirable glycerides (Figure 3-9).  

 

a) 
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Figure 3-9 
1
H- NMR spectra of a) crude FAME and b) washed FAME.  
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Consequently, to avoid the emulsification problems, washing with slightly acidic 

water with different organic acids was performed.   

Acidic water 

As it has been previously stated, acidic water avoids emulsification and neutralizes 

the catalyst. The main function in this washing will be avoiding emulsions, since the 

catalyst is already successfully removed with RO water. Common acids for FAME 

washing are phosphoric acid, sulfuric acid and hydrochloric acid [33]. However, 

these acids are highly environmentally unfriendly. For this research, organic acids 

such a formic acid, citric acid and acetic acid were tested.  

A solution of 0.4 wt% of the acid was prepared and used in both the column and the 

beaker glass washing, at conditions stated in Table 3-6. The results show that 

washing with acidic water does eliminate emulsion (Figure 3-10), even in long runs 

no foam formation was observed. Also, methanol removal was found to be equally 

efficient and acid value kept within the range of international specifications (Table 

3-10). 

Table 3-10 Comparison between washing with slightly acidic water (0.4 wt% acid) 

and RO water  

 

FAME 

 

Methanol content 

(%m/m) 

Acid value 

(mg KOH/gr) 

Water content 

(wt%) 

Crude  2.37 0.07 0.01 

Washed  with RO water  0.11 0.11 0.25 

Washed with Formic acid 0.11 0.21 0.23 

Washed with Acetic acid  0.11 0.28 0.28 

Washed with Citric acid 0.11 0.30 0.56 
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Formic acid performed better than acetic acid and citric acid, avoiding total emulsion 

and obtaining a fully transparent water during the whole run. Acetic acid performed 

correctly, obtaining similar water content values and methanol removal as RO water 

and formic acid. However, citric acid performed badly. No bubbles were observed 

with the addition of citric acid and the water content of the washed FAME increased 

to 0.56 wt%, twice the normal values (0.25 wt%) after washing with the other acids. 

In general, the acids increased the acid value of the FAME two to three times in 

comparison to washing with RO water. However the acid value is still lower than the 

norm requires.  

Despite being an organic acid, formic acid is known for being a high corrosive acid, 

irritant, dangerous for human health, and dangerous for water and soil pollution [35]. 

Acetic acid instead is more environmentally friendly and easily to obtain [36]. Hence, 

acetic acid was chosen to be the best of the three acids tested. 

Figure 3-10 Washing column appearance after 15 minutes of running of a) washing with RO 

water and b) washing with formic acid (0.4% wt) 
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3.2.3 Mathematical model of methanol extraction 

Methanol removal from FAME by water washing was modeled using the theory of 

mass transfer in combination with mass balance equations. This allowed calculation 

of the volumetric mass transfer coefficient. An important property, i.e. the 

partitioning or distribution coefficient of methanol between both phases was 

determined from experimental data at equilibrium conditions. At such conditions, the 

concentration of methanol in water is considerably higher than in the biodiesel phase 

[34]. 

The unsteady mass balance of the methanol the biodiesel phase in the batch set-up is: 

                            

      

  
          Eq.1 

 

By assuming that the steady state assumption is valid at the interface, the flux JA may 

be expressed by the following equation [52] (film theory) . See Figure 3-11.  

          ̅        ̅       Eq.2 

Where, 

    is the overall volumetric mass transfer coefficient (min
-1

) 

  ̅   is the concentration of methanol in biodiesel phase (g·cm
-3

) 

  ̅   is the concentration of methanol in water (g·cm
-3

) 

   is the partition coefficient, which can be expressed by Eq.10  

 

   

  

JA 
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Figure 3-11 Scheme of concentration profile of A near the interface in dynamic 

physical extraction 

Combining the flux equation (Eq 2) and the unsteady mass balance (Eq.1), the 

following equation can be obtained: 

  ̅   

  
     (  ̅       ̅  )    Eq. 3 

An overall mass balance for methanol allows elimination of the term methanol 

concentration in the water phase.  

Amount of alcohol in biodiesel (at t=0) = amount of alcohol in water at time t + 

amount of alcohol in biodiesel at time t 

    ̅     
     ̅     

      ̅     
       

Where 

   is the volume of biodiesel phase (cm
3
) 

   is the volume of water phase (cm
3
)
 

Isolating   ̅     
 

  ̅     
 

 

  
(    ̅     

     ̅     
)        

       
  

   
           

  ̅     
 

 

 
(  ̅     

   ̅     
)            

Combining Equation 4 and 7, the next expression can be obtained: 

BD phase W phase 

CA,w 

𝐶�̅� 𝐵 

𝐶�̅� 𝑊 
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  ̅   

  
     (  ̅     

   
 

 
(  ̅     

   ̅     
))       

The distribution coefficient    is a thermodynamic coefficient, and it is affected by 

temperature and sometimes also concentration dependent [37]. It can be calculated 

from the equilibrium values obtained at the end of the extraction experiments 

    
                                                   

                                                  
       

From Equation 8 and 9 the methanol extraction modeling in batch can be performed. 

Results in Table 3-11 and Figure 3-12 show that the volumetric mass transfer 

coefficient increases the ratio of W/B is increased.  

The model tendency is in accordance with the experimental data gathered. The 

volumetric mass transfer coefficient shows that at higher amounts of water washing 

the biodiesel the extraction of methanol is faster. Besides, the distribution coefficient 

is constant. Hence, at higher volumes of water, more methanol is extracted. 

 

 

Figure 3-12 Comparison between model and experimental data of methanol 

extraction profiles at different ratios of water to biodiesel in batch washing 
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Table 3-11 Volumetric mass transfer coefficient for different ratios obtained from 

experimental data 

VW/VB ratio (mL/mL) Volumetric mass transfer coefficient, kLa (min
-1

) 

0.1 0.395±0.0015 

0.25 0.445±0.0022 

0.5 0.505±0.0024 

1.0 0.657±0.0024 

 

The predicted volumetric mass transfer coefficient as showed in Table 3-11 are 

within the range reported in the literature viz.; 0.1-0.6 min-
1
 for water-acetic acid 

system [38], 0.16 for water-methanol system [39] and 0.13-0.17 for water-glycerol 

system [40].  

The distribution coefficient was calculated from the equilibrium concentrations at 

different ratios. Applying Equation 9 for all ratios investigated in this study, a value 

of     0.024±0.0013 g.cm
-3

/g.cm
-3

 was obtained. 
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3.4 Drying of FAME  

As it has been shown in the previous chapters, washed FAME has high water content, 

typically around 0.25 wt%. In order to meet international biodiesel specifications, 

water has to be removed from the FAME until a maximum value of 0.05 wt%. For 

this purpose an air drying column was designed and both batch and continuous 

experiments were performed to find the optimum conditions in terms of air flow rate, 

residence time and temperature. 

To achieve good working conditions, a minimum ratio of 5 to 1 of height (of FAME) 

to diameter in the column was always maintained [27] [41]. In order to fulfill this 

ratio, 1 L of refined FAME was introduced in the column for the batch experiments. 

Homogeneous regime was of interest since it offers a better volumetric mass transfer 

coefficient than heterogeneous [27] [42] [43]. The air flow rate was calculated to 

perform in a homogeneous regime, based on the flow regime map for bubble columns 

[27].  

 

Figure 3-13. Flow regime map for bubble columns [27] 
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Figure 3-14 Scheme of possible flow regimes in bubble columns [41] 

 

3.4.1 Semi-continuous drying 

A certain volume of washed biodiesel was dried with air in a bubble column. Dry air 

(5% relative humidity measured with a humidity sensor) was blown from the bottom 

of the column through a glass filter creating bubbles. Semi-continuous experiments 

were carried out to study the effect of the air flow rate and effect of glass filter size. 

 

Figure 3-15 Semi-continuous drying of biodiesel. 

3.4.1.1 Effect of air flow rate 

Previous researches in FAME semi-continuous drying have been performed by Van 

Niel [44]. Because the research was performed in a different set-up it was of interest 
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to know if similar results could be obtained with the current set-up. The air flow-rate 

range to perform semi-continuous experiments was decided based on Figure 3-13. 

The homogeneous regime would give a better performance since the bubble size of 

all the bubbles would be small and equal, providing a higher volumetric mass transfer 

coefficient (higher surface area). Hence, the flow rates were calculated to remain in 

between homogeneous regime and transition range, obtaining values of 2, 5 and 8 

L/min. First experiments were carried out in a semi-continuous (continuous flow of 

air but no flow of biodiesel), with a P3 sparger and no filling. The dry air used had a 

relative humidity of 5% measured with a humidity sensor.  

 

Figure 3-16 FAME drying profile at different flow rates. VFAME = 1 L. Sparger pore 

size P3. Lines only for illustrative purposes. 

Clear drying profiles were obtained, as it can be seen in Figure 3-16. Results show 

that after one hour, 8 L/min of air was the only flow rate that met international 

specifications (max. 0.05 wt% water content).  However, a homogeneous regime was 

not observed visually for all three flow rates. Figure 3-17 shows that actually only an 

air flow rate of 2 L/min gave homogeneous regime; 5 L/min seemed to belong to a 

transition zone while 8 L/min seemed to be in the edge of the heterogeneous regime, 

having several different bubble sizes.  
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Higher air flow rates are able to remove more water and don’t create foam. However, 

they show a violent and wildly behavior. Therefore, it is of interest to find a way to 

perform homogeneous regime at higher flows to achieve the best efficiency of the 

unit. It would be also interesting to break the foam that reduced the residence time of 

the FAME in the column. 

 

Figure 3-17 Appearance of drying column at a) Fair = 2 L/min b) Fair = 5 L/min c) Fair = 

8 L/min.  

c) b) a) 

Homogeneous        Heterogeneous 
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3.4.1.2 Effect of gas sparger type  

Batch experiments were undertaken to study how air sparger pore size affects the water 

removal of FAME. Three different spargers of glass filter types P1, P2 and P3 were used, 

being P1 the bigger pore size and P3 the finest one. P1 and P2 had the same diameter, while 

P3 had a slightly smaller diameter (Table 3-12). Literature states that at high flows the 

difference between air sparger pore sizes is not significant [43]. Hence, a low air flow rate of 

5 L/min was performed to observe their behavior in a still homogeneous regime. 

  

Figure 3-18 Comparison between semi-continuous drying with different sparger 

sizes. VFAME  = 1 L. Fair = 5 L/min. T = RT. Lines are only for illustrative purposes. 

 

Table 3-12 Characteristics of different glass filters used 

Glass Filter Identification mark ISO 4793 Diameter (cm) Pore size (μm) 

P1 P160 4 100-160 

P2 P100 4 40-100 

P3 P40 3.5 16-40 

 

The profiles obtained show that the difference is minimum between the three of them, 

except from P3 that started from lower initial water content. To eliminate the factor of 

the starting point, the difference between the starting point and the last point will be 
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taken into account (Table 3-13). Besides, to evaluate the speed of water removal 

(kinetics) the water remove in the 30 minutes instead of 60 will be calculated. 

Results revealed that P1and P2 performed identically, both with higher rate of water 

removal than P3. Besides, it was observed that at this flow rate smaller pore size in 

the sparger (P3) created more homogeneous regime. At wider pore sizes and hence 

higher bubble size, heterogeneous regime appeared.  

These results are in disagreement with literature, which states higher speed of water 

removal at smaller pore sizes. Consequently, P3 pore size should have given better 

water removal. This can be attributed to the different starting point and perhaps 

different atmospheric conditions which would affect the thermodynamics of the 

system. Another possible reason might be the difference between sparger diameters. 

Wider diameters would allow to sparge better the air through the column. However, 

no significant difference is observed between pore sizes P2 and P1. This fact could 

indicate that the air flow is beyond the limits to show significant differences between 

pore sizes [43].  

Table 3-13 Comparison between rate of water removal by different spargers in 30 

minutes. Conditions Figure 3-18. 

Sparger Initial water 

content 

Final water 

content 

Rate of water 

removal 

 (wt%) (wt%) (wt%.h
-1

) 

P1 0.47 0.16 0.62 

P2 0.47 0.18 0.58 

P3 0.28 0.07 0.42 
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Figure 3-19 Semi-continuous drying using P2 sparger at a Fair = 5 L/min  

3.4.2 Continuous drying of FAME with compressed air 

Continuous drying of FAME was performed in a bubble column. Washed FAME was 

pumped into the drying column at a flow rate of 40 mL/min. The effect of air flow 

rate (8 -12 L/min), residence time (20 – 35 min), temperature (20-30°C), type of flow 

(concurrent and countercurrent) and filling (no filling and Raschig rings filling) were 

studied. 

3.4.2.1 Effect of air flow rate 

Based on the semi-continuous experiments, the conditions for the preliminary 

research were set. Flow rates of 8 and 12 L/min were tested at a residence time of 25 

min, since at this time the biodiesel achieved values close to 0.05 wt% in semi-

continuous drying.  Biodiesel was pumped from the bottom of the column as air was 

introduced. When it reached a certain high (determined by the residence time) it 

started flowing out through a tube placed inside the column. This set-up gives a 

concurrent flow of air and FAME. (Figure 2-3a.). Since the initial water content of 

the biodiesel might not be the same in all the experiments, the speed of water removal 

(wt%. h
-1

) will be taken into account for comparison puroposes. 
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Table 3-14 Water content of biodiesel dried in continuous at two different air flow 

rates. Residence time=25min, FFAME= 40mL/min. T=RT. Sparger size P3. Concurrent 

flow. 

F air Initial water content Final water content  Rate of water 

removal 

L/min wt% wt% (wt%.h-1
) 

8 0.23 0.06 0.41 

12 0.23 0.05 0.43 

 

Results (see Table 3-14) show that at these conditions the water content in the 

biodiesel is higher than the target value, below 0.05 wt%. A better water removal was 

expected in continuous than in semi-continuous because of the small amount of 

biodiesel present in the column at early times at the same flow of air. However, at 25 

min, the water content of FAME dried in continuous at 8L/min is 0.06 wt%, higher 

than 0.04 wt% obtained in semi-continuous. Hence, semi-continuous and continuous 

drying seems to differ in performance. 

3.4.2.2 Concurrent VS countercurrent drying 

 

Figure 3-20 Schematic representation of a) concurrent and b) countercurrent drying 

Two slightly different set-ups where tested to investigate the performance of 

concurrent and countercurrent drying (Figure 3-20). The first, both the air and the 

FAME were introduced through the bottom of the column, being the exit of biodiesel 

b) a) 
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through a tube placed in the top. The second had the biodiesel inlet at the top part of 

the column and the air was introduced through the bottom. The exit of biodiesel was 

located in the bottom. Countercurrent flow is expected to achieve a better water 

removal [42].  

An air flow of 12 L/min and residence times of 25 minutes was tested in both set-ups, 

at a flow rate of biodiesel of 40 mL/min. 

Table 3-15 Water content of biodiesel dried in continuous in two different set-ups. 

Residence time = 25min, FFAME = 40 mL/min. T = RT Sparger size P3.  

Flow Initial water 

content 

Final water 

content  

Rate of water 

removal 

 wt% wt% (wt%.h-1) 

Concurrent 0.23 0.05 0.43 

Countercurrent 0.29 0.07 0.53 

As it was expected, results in Table 3-15 showed a better water removal in case of 

countercurrent drying. In addition, countercurrent drying set-up shows some other 

advantages. It did not need an extra pump to introduce the biodiesel into the column, 

saving equipment and energy. Besides, the biodiesel flowed out smoothly and the 

height of biodiesel in the column is easily controlled by the external tube. Hence, 

countercurrent drying was chosen to be optimum. 

3.4.2.3  Raschig rings filling 

Packed bubble columns provide some advantages in comparison to empty bubble 

columns. The packed bubble columns improve the gas hold-up and the effective 

interfacial area under identical conditions of liquid and gas throughput [45]. Hence, 

the surface area and the mass transfer coefficient increased by 15-100 % [46]. 

Furthermore, they help to keep the liquid height constant. On the other hand, they 

reduce the liquid hold-up because a substantial volume of the column is occupied by 

the solid packing.  

Continuous experiments of drying FAME were performed with and without filling of 

glass Raschig rings (see Figure 3-21) to study the effects on water removal and check 
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if they are in accordance with literature. The glass Raschig rings have an internal 

diameter and height of 0.8 cm and 1.1 cm respectively. The voidage of the filled 

column was calculated as 82 %vol.     

For this experiment, FAME was pumped into the column at a flow rate of 40 mL/min 

while compressed air was introduced at a flow rate of 8 L/min. The residence time of 

FAME in the column was 30 min during 1 hr run time. The height of the FAME 

inside the column is controlled by the height of the exterior tube (as shown in Figure 

2-5) which will provide a certain residence time. The residence time at a certain 

height was previously determined by measuring the time that the FAME took to exit 

the column.  

  

 

 

As showed in Table 3-16, the speed of water removal when operating with the 

Raschig rings is slightly higher. Results are in accordance with literature. In addition, 

the filling helps to maintain the flow in homogeneous regime and keeps constant the 

height of the column. 

 

 

Figure 3-21 Scheme of semi-continuous drying of biodiesel in 

an empty and a filled column 

a) 
b) 
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Table 3-16 Water content of biodiesel dried in continuous with different fillings. 

Residence time = 30min, Fair  = 8 L/min, FFAME = 40 mL/min. T = RT. Glass filter size 

P1. Countercurrent flow. 

 

3.4.2.4 Effect of residence time 

The optimum residence time of biodiesel in the column was studied. It is known from 

the previous batch experiments (Figure 3-16) that at higher residence time the water 

content of the FAME will decrease. However, it has been seen in former sections that 

continuous drying did not follow the batch drying profile. Thus, residence times of 

20, 25 and 30 minutes were performed at a flow rate of FAME of 40 mL/min and air 

flow of 12mL/min, in countercurrent. The choice of residence was based both on 

water removal values in semi-continuous and due to column limits, being 20 min the 

minimum time to fulfill the ratio 5 to 1 (height to diameter) and 30 minutes the 

maximum. 

Table 3-17 Water content of biodiesel dried continuous at different residence times. 

(Fair=12mL/min, FFAME= 40mL/min. T=RT. Sparger size P1. Countercurrent flow). 

Residence time Initial water content Final water content  

(min) (wt%) (wt%) 

20 0.27 0.11 

25 0.27 0.08 

30 0.27 0.06 

Results in Table 3-17 show that, as expected, an increase in drying time decreases the 

water content of the dried FAME. However, within this range, the water removal is 

not enough to provide water content below specifications. So, higher residences times 

Filling Initial water content Final water content  Rate of water 

removal 

 wt% wt% (wt%.h-1) 

- 0.32 0.08 0.48 

Glass R.Rings 0.32 0.07 0.50 
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might be needed to meet target value. Either a larger column or lower flows of wet 

FAME would allow higher residences time in the unit.  

3.4.2.5 Effect of temperature 

 Another option might be interesting to achieve the water content target is by 

increasing the temperature of the drying column. Earlier research showed that at 

higher temperatures the water removal in the FAME is much faster due to the 

increase mass transfer coefficient [44]. Although one of the aims of this process was 

to keep units at room temperature to the ease of the process and energy efficiency, a 

simple system to heat the air that is pumped into the column was ideated. This system 

consists in forcing the air pass through pipes that are immerged in a water bath. For 

further implementation, the water bath of the reactor jacket could be used. This way, 

no more energy would be used and the air would be highly heated. Current air was 

heated up to 60°C with a water bath of 94°C. 

In order to prove the principle, exploratory experiments were carried on. Results for 

the run at higher temperature show that an increase of 10 degrees is obtained in the 

drying column with the current system. This increment allows values of water content 

of 0.04 wt% after 30 minutes of residence time. Conditions were set with filling type 

2 and 40 mL/min of FFAME, performing with a sparger P1 pore size. 

Consequently, it has been proved that drying of FAME in the designed unit is 

possible by heating up the air. However, other options might be of interest to achieve 

the water content target: 

 Higher residence times, which can be achieved by enlarging the column either in 

height or width, but maintaining at least the 5 to 1 ratio. 

 Higher air flows to increase the mass transfer coefficient and speed up the water 

removal. 

 Higher temperatures in the column. It could be achieved either heating the air or 

heating the oil before entering the column. 

 Smaller Raschig rings to allow higher gas hold-up or a totally different filling.  
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Further research might be needed to optimize this stage, taking into account an 

economic balance to see which the most suitable option is. 

3.5 Continuous production and refining of FAME and characterization 

of final product 

After researching and optimizing both the washing and drying units, two runs were 

performed with all the units in series to prove the feasibility of the process.  

 

Figure 3-22 Scheme of optimized set-up for production and refining of FAME. 

Figure 3-22 shows the current and optimized set-up. Acidic water was used to wash 

the FAME. The mixture of washed FAME-water was further pumped into the 

washing column and after it settled was directly dried in the packed bubble column 

with hot air. The detailed operation conditions can be seen in  

Table 3-18. Parameters and properties of the refined FAME will be analyzed to be 

compared to the international norm.  

A first run at a 32 mL/min of oil and 8 mL/min of methanol/catalyst was performed, 

maintaining the 6:1 molar ratio and 1.0% w-w catalyst. Second run was at 32 mL/min 

with a slighly higher flow of methanol/catalyst (10 mL/min) to ensure a good yield of 

FAME in the reaction, since it was observed that Run 1 had not the yield expected. 

Both continuous runs had a duration of  4 hours. In both runs the drying column was 

filled with ceramic Raschig rings, 9mm high and 5mm diameter, which provided a 

A 

B 

C
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calculated voidage of 72%vol in the column. Optimum conditions can be seen in 

Table 3-18. 

 

Table 3-18 Optimum conditions for the production, washing and drying of FAME. 

 Run 1  Run 2 

Production   

Foil (mL/min) 32 32 

FNaOMe/MeOH (mL/min) 8 10 

Catalyst loading (%-w/w) 1.0 1.2 

TCCCS (°C) 75 75 

N (Hz) 35 35 

Rotation direction Anticlockwise Anticlockwise 

Washing   

τpre-mixing (min) 4 4 

Twashing (°C) RT RT 

Rwater:FAME  0.5:1 0.5:1 

Acidity water (wt%) 1.0 (Acetic acid) 1.0 (Acetic acid) 

τcolumn (min) 10 10 

Drying   

Fair 12 12 

τdrying (min) 35 35 

Tdrying (°C) 30 30 

Filling Ceramic Raschig rings 9mm Ceramic Raschig rings 9mm 

Flow direction Countercurrent Countercurrent 

Sparger pore size P1 P1 

 

Samples were taken at different points in the set-up (points A, B, C in Figure 3-22) to 

monitor the performance during the run.  Refined FAME (point C) was completely 

analyzed to characterize the final product. 
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Both runs performed smoothly and continuously with no stops during 4 hours. First 

part of the runs needs completely attention to switch on all the pumps and open the 

valves in time. However, once the FAME has arrived to the drying unit the system is 

almost autonomous. The only parameter that needs to be controlled is the level of 

biodiesel inside the washing column, modifiable by manipulating the waste water 

valve. Amount of acidic water must be controlled as well not to be emptied.   

However, during the runs it could be predicted as well that biodiesel synthesized in 

Run 1 did not have good yield in the CCCS. Slightly foam formation occurred, 

indicating that glycerides content were higher than expected.  

 

Figure 3-23 Picture of the continuous production, washing and drying of FAME. 

The most relevant properties of the product biodiesel were analyzed to determine 

whether the product specifications were met. The results are given in Table 3-19.  
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Table 3-19 Characteristics of the produced, refined, and dried FAME using CCCS 

technology 

Parameter Units Run 1 Run 2 Specifications 

    ASTM  

D-9751-09 

EN 14214 

FAME content %(m/m) 98.8 99.5 - 96.5 min 

Density at 15ºC kg/m
3
 883  888  - 860 – 900 

 

Viscosity at 40ºC mm
2
/s 9.6   6.2   1.9 – 6.0  3.50 – 5.00   

Flash point °C 174  174 °C 93 min 101 min  

Cloud Point °C 5.0  1.0 °C Report - 

Pour Point °C -6.0  -3.0 °C - - 

Water content % (m/m) 0.04  0.04 0.06 max 500 max 

Acid value mg KOH/g 0.5  0.3  0.5 max 0.5 max 

Methanol content % (m/m) <0.11 <0.11 0.2 max 0.20 max 

Monoglyc. content % (m/m) 0.45 0.24 - 0.80 max 

Diglyceride content % (m/m) 0.09 0.04 - 0.20 max 

Triglyceride content % (m/m) 0.65 0.10 - 0.20 max 

Free glycerol % (m/m) 0.05 0.04 0.020 max 0.02 max 

Total Glycerol % (m/m) 0.250 0.118 0.240 max 0.25 max 

Na content mg/kg  4  30  5 max 5 max 

 

The biodiesel produced showed a high flash point and low pour point. However, 

relatively high amounts of glycerol and triglycerides are still present in the biodiesel. 

Biodiesel produced in Run 1 contains higher amounts of glycerides (both bound and 

free) than produced in Run 2. That might be explained by the not full conversion of 

the oil, giving as well lower yields of FAME (91%). Although total glycerol 

specifications are met in both runs, free glycerol is around twice than required value. 

That might explain why viscosity is neither within the range of the specifications, 

being far in Run 1 and slightly above the limit in Run 2. Sodium content is within the 

range in Run 1, but in Run 2 is much higher because of the use of higher amount of 

catalyst (1.2 instead of 1.0%m-m).  
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In brief, although most specifications are met in both runs, results suggest that a 

slightly higher methanol/catalyst ratio regarding to oil is required to reduce the 

amount of glycerides, thus to obtain a better biodiesel. However, more extensive 

washing is needed to remove this excess of catalyst. If glycerides content is 

maintained within the range, viscosity is expected to be reduced to match required 

values. 

 

  

Figure 3-24 Biodiesel obtained from Run 1. 
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3.6 Process modeling and scaling up 

An Aspen model to simulate the refining of biodiesel was developed. The purpose is 

to create a model which describes in a proper way the process developed in this 

research. Further calculations for scaling up the process will be performed. 

3.6.1 Components 

The following components represent the chemical species present in the process 

Table 3-20 Components used in the biodiesel model 

ID Type Formula Name 

METHANOL CONV METHANOL CH4O 

WATER CONV WATER H2O 

FAME CONV METHYL-OLEATE C19H36O2 

AIR CONV AIR AIR 

GLYCEROL CONV GLYCEROL C3H8O3 

3.6.2 Process description 

 

Figure 3-25 Aspen PLUS model for the refining of FAME using CCCS technology 
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The washing consists of a mixer M1 simulating the beaker glass mixing and a 

decanter C1 simulating the column of phase separation of the biodiesel-water. The 

phase separation in the decanter is calculated by the fugacities of the liquids, and 

parameters taken from UNIFAC. The drying stage consists of an absorption column 

C2, (“RadFrac” with no reboiler or condenser), where air absorbs the water from the 

FAME. Specifications of the blocks are stated in Table 3-21. 

Table 3-21 Specifications of the units in the Aspen model 

Unit Parameter Value 

Washing  

Mixer M1 Temperature 20 °C 

 Pressure 1 atm 

 Valid phases Liquid 

Biodiesel – water separation 

Decanter C1 Temperature 20 °C 

 Pressure 1 atm 

 Phase-split  Equilibrium 

 Valid phases Liquid-Liquid 

 Liquid coefficients from Equating component fugacities of two 

Biodiesel Drying   

Absorber C2 Pressure drop Not specified 

 Calculation type Equilibrium 

 Stages 5 

 HEPT 12 cm 

 Filling Ceramic Raschig Rings 15mm 

 Condenser None 

 Reboiler None 

 

Water – methanol separation 

 

Dist D1 Number of stages 15 

 Feed stage 2 

 Condenser Total 
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 Reflux 1.2 

 Distillate to feed ratio 0.1 mass 

Dist D2 Number of stages 15 

 Feed stage 8 

 Condenser Total 

 Reflux 1.5 

 Distillate to feed ratio 0.2 mass 

 

 

Figure 3-26 Aspen PLUS model for the refining of FAME. 

There are two feed streams into the mixer M1. The first is composed mainly by 

Methyl Oleate, simulating the FAME [47], with an excess of methanol (3.3 wt%), 

small traces of glycerol (1 wt%) and a slight amount of water (0.01 wt%). The second 

is composed by slightly acidic water (1 wt% acetic acid). Product stream of the M1 is 

a mixture of washed biodiesel and water, which separates into the decanter C1. The 

washed FAME is pumped into the drying column C2. The air flowing through the 

column C2 was set with a relative humidity of 5%. Besides, waste water from the 

washing column C1, rich in methanol, was purified by a two distillation columns in 
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series. The first one separates the entire methanol from the other components, but still 

contains a high amount of water. The second distillation separates completely the 

water and methanol into two streams. Main part of the acetic acid dissolves in water, 

whereas a small amount is dissolved in the FAME increasing its acid value.  

3.6.3 Sensitivity analysis 

A sensibility analysis of the washing and drying stage was performed. In the washing 

stage, the methanol removal was studied varying the temperature (in feed streams and 

in M1) and ratio of water (Figures 3-18 and 3-19). In the drying stage, the water 

content of the biodiesel was studied varying the flow rate of air and the temperature 

of the air (Figure 3-20 and 3-21).  As it can be seen, the tendency of the model is 

always in accordance with the tendency of the experimental data, obtaining slightly 

different values. In the washing stage, methanol removal from the experimental data 

seems to be more efficient than the model expects. Results are consistent when 

varying the ratio of water. However, when temperature increases, methanol removal 

slightly decreases, in contrast with experimental data and literature [48]. Besides, this 

fact is not common since normally the results obtained by models are slightly better 

since the use of ideal behavior. However, in the drying stage the values seem to be 

rather accurate. Consequently, it can be said that the model built is consistent and 

simulates correctly the system that has been researched in this investigation. 
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Figure 3-27 Comparison between experimental data and Aspen model of methanol 

removal from FAME at different water ratios.  

 

Figure 3-28 Comparison between experimental data and Aspen model of methanol 

removal from FAME at different washing temperatures 
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Figure 3-29 Comparison between experimental data and Aspen model of water 

removal from FAME at different air flow rates 

 

 

Figure 3-30 Comparison between experimental data and Aspen model of water 

removal from FAME at different air temperatures 
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3.6.4 Model of the actual process 

The reality of the simulation was tested by comparing the results obtained in the 

model with the actual process. Conditions used in Run 2 were set in the Aspen model, 

for instance, ratio of water, type of acid, flow of air and type of filling in the drying 

column. The comparison between both processes results are shown in Table 3-22. 

Table 3-22 Aspen model results compared to experimental data. 

Parameter Run 2 Aspen model 

FAME content 99.5 %(m/m) 99.7 %(m/m) 

Density at 15ºC 888 kg/m
3
 872 kg/m

3
 

Water content 0.04%(m/m) 0.04 %(m/m) 

Acid value 0.3 mg KOH/g 0. 5 mg KOH/g 

Methanol content <0.11% (m/m) 0.02% (m/m) 

Total Glycerol 0.04% (m/m) 6.2 E-5 % (m/m) 

Results show a good approximation of the tested parameters. In addition, parameters 

in between were as well calculated, for instance methanol removal in the washing 

unit or water content of the washed biodiesel. All of the parameters were in 

accordance with the experimental ones.  

Table 3-23 Efficiency of the blocks at conditions stated for Run 2. 

Unit Parameter Value 

Washing column   

Decanter C1 Methanol Removal 98 wt% 

 Water content wet FAME 0.30 wt% 

Drying column   

Drier C2 Water removal 87% 

 Final water content 0.04% 

Methanol recovery   

Dist D1 Methanol purity light phase 99.9% 

Dist D2 Methanol purity light phase 99 % 

 Methanol content heavy phase 0.9% 
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Hence, the aspen model seems suitable for further up-scaling activities, as 

experimental data are properly modeled. 

3.6.5 Scale-up of the process 

The Aspen model was used to scale up the process. A maximum of working 

conditions of 32 L/min of oil was set, with the respectively flow of methanol and 

catalyst used in Run 2. A production of nearly 36 L/min of refined FAME can be 

obtained, according to the model. If the process is scaled up to the next model of 

CCCS, CINC V-05 [49], which is slightly larger (30.5 cm x 30.5 cm) around 530 L 

per day can be obtained. Furthermore, if the next model is purchased, an amount of 

3300 L of refined biodiesel can be produced. 

Table 3-24 Scale-up of production of refined FAME using CINC technology 

 CINC V-02 CINC V-05 CINC V-10 

Feedstock    

F oil (L/min) 0.03 0.32 1.97 

FNaOMe/MeOH (L/min) 0.01 0.10 0.62 

External     

Fwater (L/min) 0.02 0.20 1.23 

Fair (L/min) 12 120 740 

Product    

FFAME (L/min) 0.04 0.4 2.3 

Production  

FAME (L/h) 
2.3 22.5 136.5 

Production 

FAME tones/year 
15.8 157.2 975 

 

Bench scale unit 

For production of biodiesel in a bench scale unit, CINC V-05 would be the most 

suitable due to its dimensions. It can be seen in Table 3-24 the amount of feedstock 

needed for the process, as well as the water and air needed. The energy used in the 

process of production and refining of FAME in the conditions set in this research was 

calculated by Aspen PLUS. Table 3-25 illustrates the energy consumption of the most 
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energy consuming units. All the energies consumptions are corrected with 75% 

efficiency.   

In order to fulfill the energy needed in the process, a portable biodiesel generator of 

15 kW would suffice. A generator of this power has in average diesel consumption of 

4-5 L/h, being mainly the same consumption for biodiesel [50] [51]. Hence, the 

process could supply itself and have a net balance of 18 liters of biodiesel per hour. 

 

Table 3-25 Energy consumption of the scaled-up process.  

Unit Energy (watts) 

Oil heater 470 

Alcohol heater 230 

Water heater (jacket) 5000 

Air heater 145 

Rotor 2000 

Compressor 1000 

Distillations 4000 

Total (rounded) 13000 

 

3.6.6 Optimized process 

In Figure 3-26 it can be observed that after the waste water distillation, two hot 

streams are produced: water and pure methanol. The stream of water could be easily 

reintroduced in the process of washing, exactly in the mixing M1. This fact would 

reduce water consumption in the refining by 95%, having a 5% lost in a purge (Figure 

3-31). Besides, the stream temperature is around 100°C, which could be used for 

heating partially the biodiesel before being dried, thus increasing the temperature in 

the drying unit and improving the water removal. 
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Besides, methanol stream is highly pure, with 99 wt% methanol, and it has as well 

high temperature (65°C). This stream could be recirculated into the synthesis of 

FAME, saving 15% of fresh methanol needed for the reaction. 

 

Figure 3-31 Scheme of improved refining of biodiesel 
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4 Conclusions 

The continuous production and refining of FAME using a CCCS device type CINC 

V-02 have been improved and optimized in this research. It has been shown that 

anticlockwise rotation of the rotor increases the residence time in unit twofold. 

Hence, better yields were obtained allowing operation at higher flows. A productivity 

of 40.9 kgFAME/m
3
CCCS.min and 2.5 LFAME/h were obtained for the higher proper 

performing flow. 

A simple set up consisting on a vessel and a decanter column has been designed for 

the continuous washing and settling of crude FAME with (acidic) water. Room 

temperature and ratio of 0.5:1 of slightly acidic water to FAME suffices to have an 

excellent methanol and catalyst removal. Acidic water (1 wt% acetic acid) was 

needed to break emulsions and avoid soap formation. Despite the introduction of an 

acid, the acid biodiesel specifications were met due to a high preference for acetic 

acid in the water phase. However, washing is not sufficient to remove glycerides 

quantitatively. The washed FAME was continuously dried in a bubble column with 

air. The optimum conditions in the column was a filling of ceramic Raschig rings, 35 

min residence time, 12 L/min of air and 30°C temperature inside the column. Water 

content of 0.04 wt% was achieved. 

Furthermore, it has been proved that the continuous production and refining of 

biodiesel can be performed successfully in a dedicated bench scale unit operating at 

32 mL/min of oil and 10 mL/min of methanol (7.5:1 excess of methanol and 1.2% 

m/m of catalyst regarding with sunflower oil). Biodiesel yields of 93% mol were 

obtained, with most of the product parameters within international specifications.  

In addition, a mathematical model for the washing step in batch and an Aspen model 

for the refining process have been developed. The Aspen model gives a good 

description of the process and experimental data were validated. It predicts a refined 

biodiesel production of 22.5 L/h and equivalent energy consumption of 4 L/h of 

biodiesel (13 kW) for a mobile unit equipped with a CCCS type CINC V-05.   
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5 Recommendations 

Continuous washing of FAME is rather sensitive, leading to operational problems 

like foam formation if the glycerides levels are high. Acidic water was found to be 

the solution to avoid emulsification. However, further research is necessary regarding 

the optimum amount of acetic acid i.e. that lowers emulsification tendency while still 

meeting the FAME product properties. Besides, other acids such as phosphoric acid 

might be of interest because of the sodium phosphate formed as the latter is an 

important fertilizer. 

FAME was successfully dried. However, further research in the combined effect of 

the column filling and temperature is needed to optimize this step. 

The Aspen model provided in this paper was successfully applied to simulate the 

continuous refining process in a bench scale unit. However, the model did not take 

into account the trans-esterification of oil into FAME. Hence, an integrated 

simulation of continuous reaction and refining would be recommended for further 

study,   

Furthermore, this technology is consistent and suitable for the production of 

biodiesel. Studying the production and refining of other non-edible oils using this 

process may be of interest for further research on the topic. These oils are fully 

available in Indonesia and it would meet the purpose of the project “Mobile 

Technology for Biodiesel Production from Indonesian Resources”, from ABF. 
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Appendix I 

Stream summary of Aspen Simulation for actual process 
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    AIR AIR2 CRUDFAME DRYFAME METHANOL MIX PUREMETH 

From     E1   C2 D1 M1 D2 

To   E1 C2 M1   D2 C1   

Substream: MIXED                 

Phase:    Vapor Vapor Liquid Liquid Liquid Liquid Liquid 

Component Mass Flow                 

    METHANOL KG/HR 0 0 0,065702 2,52E-05 0,062419 0,065702 0,061795 

    WATER KG/HR 2,60E-03 2,60E-03 1,99E-04 8,33E-04 0,063973 1,186104 6,19E-05 

    FAME KG/HR 0 0 1,905161 1,905162 4,63E-08 1,905161 6,28E-37 

    AIR KG/HR 0,862858 0,862858 0 3,00E-03 0 0 0 

    GLYCEROL KG/HR 0 0 0,01991 8,78E-07 1,20E-07 0,01991 5,22E-45 

    ACETI-01 KG/HR 0 0 0 1,22E-03 9,40E-04 0,011979 4,79E-10 

Mole Flow KMOL/HR 0,029948 0,029948 8,70E-03 6,60E-03 5,51E-03 0,074731 1,93E-03 

Mass Flow KG/HR 0,865454 0,865454 1,990971 1,910246 0,127333 3,188856 0,061857 

Volume Flow L/MIN 12 13,84679 0,038 0,03693 2,59E-03 0,060882 1,39E-03 

Temperature K 293,15 338,15 293,15 301,2888 350,0009 287,2125 337,7121 

Pressure ATM 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Mass Density GM/CC 1,20E-03 1,04E-03 0,873233 0,86211 0,819469 0,872957 0,744115 

Average Molecular Weight 
  

28,89828 28,89828 228,7588 289,5758 23,08953 42,67136 32,01723 
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    R1-WATER R2-WATER WASHFAME WASTEWAT WATER-IN WETAIR 

From   D1 D2 C1 C1   C2 

To   M2 M2 C2 D1 M1   

Substream: 
MIXED 

              

Phase:    Liquid Liquid Liquid Liquid Liquid Vapor 

Component Mass Flow             

  METHANOL KG/HR 6,25E-05 6,24E-04 3,22E-03 0,062482 0 3,20E-03 

    WATER KG/HR 1,11643 0,063912 5,70E-03 1,180404 1,185905 7,46E-03 

    FAME KG/HR 4,11E-55 4,63E-08 1,905162 4,63E-08 0 2,67E-08 

    AIR KG/HR 0 0 0 0 0 0,859858 

    GLYCEROL KG/HR 0,019909 1,20E-07 8,79E-07 0,019909 0 1,05E-09 

    ACETI-01 KG/HR 9,60E-03 9,40E-04 1,44E-03 0,010538 0,011979 2,16E-04 

Mole Flow KMOL/HR 0,062349 3,58E-03 6,87E-03 0,067864 0,066027 0,030218 

Mass Flow KG/HR 1,145999 0,065476 1,915524 1,273332 1,197884 0,870733 

Volume Flow L/MIN 0,020722 1,19E-03 0,036607 0,021457 0,02 12,0294 

Temperatur
e 

K 373,1912 372,064 293,15 293,15 293,15 291,2748 

Pressure ATM 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Mass 
Density 

GM/CC 0,921739 0,915613 0,872122 0,989049 0,998237 1,21E-03 

Average Molecular Weight 
  

18,38032 18,27532 278,9632 18,763 18,14228 28,81488 
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